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Mines Branch  Investigation  Report IR 62-98 

CONCENTRATION OF BERYL FROM AMOS, QUEBEC 
(Project MP-IM-6115) 

by 

R. A. Wyman* and F. H. Hartman** 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

Flotation tests made on a sample of beryl'from the 
Milrot Beryllium property near Amos, Quebec, indicate that con-
centrates of above 10% Be0 can be made with a potential recovery 
of about 80%, by a simple system employing petroleum sulfonate 
in an acid circuit with one cleaning step also in an acid cir-
cuit. 

*Head and **Senior Scientific Officer, Industrial Minerals 
Milling Section, Mineral Processing Division, Mines Branch, 
Department of Mines and Technical Surveys, Ottawa, Canada. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A reqpest was received from J.F.B. Davis, Mining 
Engineer, of Montreal, in regard to the Milrot Beryllium pro-
perty in Figuery Township, 10 miles south of Amos, Quebec. It 
was desired to determine the Be0 content of a sample reported 
to be from the "Discovery Pit" on this property. The sample was 
described as roughly equivalent to hand picked feed for a mnall 
mill. Sufficient bench scale laboratory testing was done to 
demonstrate the feasibility of concentrating the beryl. 

DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE 

About 90 lb of lump material were received in a cloth 
bag. A mineraloecal examination was made by R.M. Buchanan*, 
wh6 reported the'material to be a corse -grained pegmatite, 
composed of feldspar, quartz, beryl and mica. The beryl content 
was estimated at 20 to 25%, and this was substantiated.by  the 
chemical nnnlysis which gave a Be0 content of 3.00%,. or 
approximately 21% beryl. The beryl was described as well-formed, 
hexagonal, groen or greenish-blue crystals, the largest being 
1 in. in width. Less than 1% of the sample was represented by 
garnet, columbite-tantalite and apatite. 

TEST WORK 

The sample was crushed and screened on 4 mesh witp. 
recirculation of oversize until only mica appeared in the +4 
mesh fraction. A representative portion of the -4 mesh fraction 
was riffled out and further reduced to -35 mesh, also with re-
circulation of oversize until only mica appeared in the +35 
mesh fraction. A summary of this operation is given in Table 1. 

*Head, Ore Mineralogy Section, Mineral Processing  Division, 
Mfiles Branch, Department of Mines and Technical Surveys, 
Ottawa, Canada. 



TABLE 1 

Preparation of Feed 

FraCtion 	lit( 	). 	Content 

1.3 	mica 
•-4.1-35m 	, 2.9 	mica 
• .;.35m 	95.8 	all minerals 

A preliminary group.  of tests included magnetic separa-
tion and flotation trials. TheHe were .not Successful in . 
,effecting separation.of the beryL-from:other.minerals present 
'aithOugh taiIs Of_lesH than .1%-Be0 -were Obtained.:, It 'was, 
thereforé e .deolded to-try a simple  type of-teating which-Was. 
being used On a .  research  project  in the. Division. 	 › 

- - „ 
Thia,typeof . testing co1it9 of"obsérvingthe pick-up 

by.a_captiveH_bubble of particles-of an individual-mineral. The 
•research work had ,already indicated that flotation, should be 
sUccessful. -This had, however, been indicated on beryl from 
another  source.  It was thought _appropriate, to check the beryl - 
from. the Milrot property before proceeding further. 

About one gram each of beryl, feldspar, quartz and 
muscovite was carefully.separated from the smmple. Thèse:were' 
reduced by mortar and .pestle, and screened-to -35 +325 mesh. 
The research'referred to earlier had indicated that.beryl could 
be floated by petrolèUm Sulfonates,at-low  pH, and also that 
beryl,is activated by-iren. The Milrot:material T4aS therefore 
tested.mith petroleum sulfonates as well as a number of other' 
reagents. All the.petreleum sulfonates tried floated the beryl 
well in acid circuits with.or Without iron-activation, but 
floated little or nothing in neutral  circuits.  Only one other 
reagent showed›an indication of•floating berY1 and then only 
with iron activation.- -  

The next  stop  was to check flotation of the feldspar, 
quartz and muscovite with petroleum sulfonates in acid circuit. 
Very little flotatien was observed for any of these. .Thus, Of 
15 reagents tried  on the beryl e five were'Tound to be applicable. 
TRIDI.s 2 illustrates.  the type of resultmbtained from this 
testing. 	_ 	 . 



TABLE 2 

Bubble Attachment Tests  

(Figures are approx. No. of particles floated) 

Reagent 	801 	Petrofloat 	462 
Mineral 	pH 	No. Reagents 	801 	+Fe 	462 	+Fe 

Beryl 	3 	 0 	 20 	25 	25 	25 
0 	 3 	 3 	o 	5 	0 

Feldspar 	3 	 0 	 3 	0 	 0 	1 
0 	 0 	 0 	0 	 1 	0 

Quartz 	3 	 2 	 1 	0 	0 	1 
0 	0 	 1 	0 	1 	0 

Muscovite 	3 	 0 	 2 	0 	2 	1 
0 	 0 	 0 	0 	 0 	0 

Table 2 clearly indicates that beryl should be 
floated away from feldspar, quartz and muscovite, in the Milrot 
sample, in acid circuit with or without iron activation. A 
number of bench scale batch tests were applied using this sys-
tem. Three of these are described to illustrate improvements 
of technique. 

In the first, a comparatively simple system was used. 
Some -35 mesh feed was deslimed by decantation. H2 504  was used 
to lower the pH and beryl was floated with Reagent 801 and a 
little pine oil. When the froth had been completely skimmed, 
a second application of 801 and pine oil was added and a 
second float removed. This was followed by a third application 
of 801 and pine oil and removal of a third float. These three 
flotation concentrates were separately analyzed. Results are 
given in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

Simple Flotation of Beryl  

Fraction 	Wt (%) 	Be0 (%) 	Distribution (%)  
Slimes 
Tails 	

7.9 	2.% 	 8.8 

	

82.5 	1.6 	 53.5 
Conc.1 	3.9 	10.92 	 16.7 
Conc.2 	3.4 	9.68 	12.9 
Conc.3 	2.3 	9.00 	8.1 

Feed 	100.0 	2.56 	100.0 



Although thethree concentrates combined would give a 
10.02% Be0 product e -the recovery; 37.7%, is Low.„ It is apparent  
that a good'deal more Would have to be floated to reduce losses 
to tails sufficlently. It ià alpoapparent'that, if additional 
concentrates were floated, each succeeding One'would be ; of,a 
lower grade:.-: Bythe -timertails were sufficiently low  the  conr - 

.centrate would alsOlDe tob low in grade and cleaning would be 
necéààary. 

, 
- The'next test showS:lioW these factèWere' ,Used , 

prove the resnits etained. -:The  feed was ground'slightly - finer, - 
to 41,8 mesh,and desliMed by decantation  as  before.. The pH was H 
lowered to 3 with H2 304  and a rougher float was made by three 
SucCessive applications of Reagent.801; the_lastof:these pror 
ducèd very little - froth.' Thé-combined reugher:froth,waS returned 
to the cell and refloated-in a cleaning step. The'.frothfrom 
the firet . cleaner -  was returned-to the cell_and réflOated-aec'à 	H 
second Cleaning step,. When the froth had_ceased to:forM in 
thià step, a little  more H2 304 and  801 were -added and thef. 
additional froth waè collegtedas a second concentrate.  The 

 resUlts, of - this test are given.,in Table 4. 
TABLE , 4 

-r-'-FlOtation:With Cleaning - Steps  

Fraction 	Wt (%) 	Be0'(%) 	:Pistriblition (%)  

• 
S1imee 	,9.1 	.2.84 	9 • 7 
R.  Tans' 	57.4 . 	-0,18 	3.9 - . _. 
Cle4ner' 

	

,f.Tails 	14.7 	3-. 8 3 	21.2 
'Cleaner 

	

2:Tails 	5.6:-.9.00:l 	18.9_ 
Conc,- 1 , 	,.7.11., 	: 9.53 	26.5: 
,ponc. 	2-, 	5.8 	,9.06 	,19-.e 

, 

F9Pd 	100.0 	2.67 - 	100 0' 

. 	As shown in Table 4 this method -waS - successful in 
stripping the tailà,of, beryl.. The two concentrates when co,m 
bined represente - récovery-of 46.3%ofthe beryl,:in,feedat a 
grade of 9 -.35%-Be0-It is -clear, howeverfrom the grade.e., 
the.,second:cleanertalle that'in - thieçase the . secônd'-claaning, 
.etep,mas.unneôessaryand that the 'grade afterobe '„eleaning ipras 
9.23% Be0  for a 'recovery  of 6.2%.  Tn-addition p 21-0 0IY.of the ,  

berylireMained in thè:firèt:Cleaner tails:as 
duct for  reciroUlatiOn andadditionalrecoVery. 	' 
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Because beryl concentrates are usually sold with a 
minimum Be0 content of 10%, further work was aimed at improving 
the grade  to this level. The final test to be described used 
a still finer feed, -65 mesh, with usual desliming. The pH 
was again lowered to 3 with H2 SO4 and the rougher float was 
made in the same way with three st'eps using Reagent 801. The 
combined rou'gher float was cleaned, and the cleaner float re-
cleaned; but in both the pH was returned to 3 by additional 
112 SO4 ._ With the pH adjustment in the cleaners it was not found 
necessary to use more 801 (as in example 2). The results are 
given in Table 5. 

TABLE 5 

Flotation with pH Maintained 
in Cleaners 

Fraction 	Wt (%) 	Be0 (%) 	Distribution  (%) 

Slimes 	14.5 	2.35 	13.8 
R. Tails 	60.1 	0.14 	3.2 
Cleaner 	 . 
1 Tails 	10.0 	4.52 	18.2 	. 

Cleaner 
2 Tails 	5.2 	8.62 	18.2 

Conc. 	10.2 	11.13 	46.6 

Feed 	100.0 	2.47 	100.0 

Table 5 shows that maintaining the pH at 3 in the 
cleaners resulted in better cleaning action and a higher grade 
of concentrates. In this example, as in example 2, the second 
cleaning step was unnecessary. If the concentrate and second 
cleaner tails are combined a grade of 10.4% Be0 is obtained 
at a recovery of 65.8%. In this test 18.2% of the beryl 
remained in the cleaner 1 tails as a middling for recirculation. 
The finer grinding produced more material reporting as slimes. 
With more careful desliming and recirculation of the middling, 
a potential recovery of close to 80% is indicated, assuming a 
Be0 content in the tails of 0.15% Be0. It is also possible 
that -48 mesh, or even -35 mesh, would be a sufficiently fine 
grind if the pH were maintained at 3 in the cleaners. 



.. ( 1 ) grade.p_ of abOve: 10%  .1300 oan be ,conoentrated, from the. 
' 'saniOle:ProiriçIecl:., ':, Wit171:aetval - recovery Of 66%.  and  pcitential: relli _ .. 
coerY e n..1 6 .j.çiniately 8.0%,, ,1DY 4e:sliming' and  " flOating With 
petrcileimi sulfonate.,,In an -adid  circuit.  , single  : pIegnineetéti 
wOuld Probably :  be ' stif,f icient e .  ' also .in: an.. adid  circuit ,  ilith 

., 

' recirbuIatiOn Of  -the : clearier' tail's. - 
, 	 . 	. . 	 . 	_ . 	. 	_ 	. 

;at ive  tests  ôn_indiVidual mineral par:-.:. 
lent to .'à captive bubble .-.. are very  use- 
r 

 

to , a practdcar flotation sys tem.:. 


